
Socials 8



Thinking Like a Historian 
(Part One) 

Considering multiple perspectives and 
evaluating the reliability of sources

https://sheg.stanford.edu/history-lessons/lunchroom-fight-i

https://sheg.stanford.edu/history-lessons/lunchroom-fight-i


Imagine that you are the principal of a school and you just 
found out that there was a fight in the lunchroom during 

lunch. You’ve asked many students and teachers who witnessed 
the fight to write down what they saw and who they think started 

the fight. Unfortunately, you have received many conflicting 
accounts that disagree not only as to who started the fight, but 

also as to who was involved and when the fight even started. It’s 
important to remember that NO ONE is just plain lying.



In your pod, answer the following 
questions:

1. Why would there be different stories of the event if no one is just plain 
lying?

2. What are the different types of people who might have seen this fight? 
(e.g., friends of those involved versus people who don’t know the kids 
who were fighting; those who were fighting versus those who were 
witnesses; adults versus kids) 

3. What might make one person’s story more believable
or plausible than another person’s?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XMCnhnMknFE


Let’s talk about it...

Why might people see or remember things differently? 

Who has an interest in one kid getting in trouble instead of another 
kid? Who was standing where? Could they see the whole event? 

Time: Do stories change over time? How might what we remember 
right after the event differ from what we remember a week later? 
Does time make the way someone remembers something more or 
less trustworthy? 

Physical Evidence: what kinds might have an effect on what you 
believe? (food splatters, missing objects, etc.)



All of these things apply to history: How events 
are interpreted, remembered, explained, and 
judged to be trustworthy. Studying history 

involves considering people’s perspectives and 
biases; evidence; trustworthiness. Similar to the 
principal, historians trying to figure out what 

happened in the past.



Thinking Like a Historian 
(Part Two) 

Evaluating evidence



The Evidence

Read through the headnote and all the evidence. Then go back and 
identify pieces of context that shed light on who started the fight. 

Write each piece of context in the correct part of the first column of the 
handout. For example, from the headnote we learn that Justin’s father 
fired Max’s mom and dad. So we’re going to write that in the “Town 
context” part of the handout. 

Continue doing that for all the evidence. You need to 
find at least THREE pieces of evidence for each of the
areas of context. 

https://sheg.stanford.edu/history-lessons/lunchroom-fight-ii

https://sheg.stanford.edu/history-lessons/lunchroom-fight-ii
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EQFrE9anye0


Town Context: What is happening 
in the town that might explain the 

lunchroom fight?

Who said 
this?

Explain if this source is 
reliable or not and why.

- Justin’s dad took over a big 
company and then fired a lot of 
people (caused tension)

- Including Max’s dad

- English 
teacher

- Yes  - it makes sense, 
english teacher 
seems trustworthy

- Maybe not? Justin’s 
dad might have 
bribed the teacher

- People were saying mean 
comments about Justin

- Jamie - Yes - Jamie describes 
it in good detail + is 
not good friends with 
either boy 



School Context: What is happening 
in the rest of the school (for 

example, in English)?

Who said 
this?

Explain if this source is 
reliable or not and why.

- Tension in the class since Justin’s 
dad fired people

- English 
teacher

- Yes - she’s a teacher 
(authority)



Cafeteria Context: What 
happened in the cafeteria?

Who said 
this?

Explain if this source is 
reliable or not and why.

- Max pushed Justin - Cafeteria 
worker

- Maybe not - maybe 
one of their family 
members was fired 
by Justin’s dad 

- Probably - they don’t 
really know either of 
the boys, probably 
pretty neutral

-



 
Provide thorough 

answers for questions 1 
and 2 - show me that you 

have been actively 
participating and can 

think critically! 

Exit Ticket: Independently, fill out the 
suspension form.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8WFkiGSy64




Unit 1
 600-1050 CE

Big Idea: How did human 
and environmental factors 

influence societies?



What are some “human factors” that 
influence Canadian society today? 

● Government

● News and social media

● Religions

● Jobs

● Healthcare

● Trade + relations with other countries



What are some “environmental 
factors” that influence Canadian 

society today? 

● Weather and climate

● Physical features of the part of the country 

people live

● Rural vs. urban areas



How does the environment 
shape how Canadians live? 

● Climate / weather influence types of housing, 

clothing, travel, and recreation

● Four seasons means people may have different 

jobs, challenges, hobbies at different times in the 

year

● Different foods during different seasons



How do people organize and govern 
themselves in Canada?

● Governments are elected 

● Property is considered private

● Rights are protected 

● Rights of all citizens are considered equal



Question of the day: 
how do we know 

societies explored?
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Questions to consider...

● How might this image connect to our big idea about 
“knowing that societies explored”?

● What evidence provides clues about the Vikings’ purpose?

● Why do you think the creatures were carved on the bow and 
stern of the boat?

● What do you think happened once the men in the boat 
reached their destination?



Think about a trip you’ve 
taken. What evidence could 
you use to prove that you 
actually went on the trip? 



What evidence could 
be used to show that 

early societies 
explored?



This image was created in 1375 and depicts Harald 
Hardrada (“the stern/severe ruler”) and Viking warriors 

in 1030 on their way to do battle.
  

In 1066, Harald was killed at the battle of Stamford Bridge in northern 
England, when he unsuccessfully tried to claim the English throne from 

Harold Godwinson. 

The creatures carved on the bow and 
stern of the longship are dragon heads, 

which the Vikings believed would protect 
them by scaring away enemies and 

warding off evil spirits.  Harald, who later 
became king of Norway and is often 

revered as the last great Viking warrior 
king, was just 15 years old in 1030.  



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eGLu2Frqwis


The Viking Age

In northern Europe, the period between about 790 and 1066 is often 
called the Viking Age.  

Most Vikings were skilled farmers and craftspeople.  Others were 
shipbuilders and seafarers who travelled long distances to trade 
goods and sometimes raid other settlements.  

In the process, the Vikings, who were also called the Norse, 
discovered lands that were new to them and started settlements that 
were thousands of kilometers from their homeland.



The Viking Age

Looking at the map…

● What does it tell you about the Vikings, where they came from, 
and where and how they travelled?

● What inferences can you make about how geography encouraged 
exploration during the Viking Age?

● What innovations might have affected the success of exploration 
during the Viking Age?





The Vikings as Raiders
In the Old Norse language, which the Vikings spoke, the word vikingr means 
“raider” or “pirate.”  Although some Vikings attacked settlements in Europe, 
England, Scotland, Ireland, and Russia, there is debate over whether the 
Norse have been unfairly stereotyped as bloodthirsty raiders.

Catholic monasteries across the British Isles and northern Europe were a 
common target of Viking raids.  Communities of monks lived and 
worshipped in these monasteries, which were often wealthy but poorly 
protected.  Vikings attacked and burned many of these monasteries, stole 
valuable items, and killed those who stood in their way.  The surviving monks 
described the attacks.

Question: Do you think the monks’ perspective would affect the credibility of 
their descriptions?  Explain the reason for your response.  



A Viking Raid
Simeon of Durham, an English monk and historian, wroye the following account of Viking raids on northeastern 
England, including on a monastery called Lindisfarne.  The raids took place in 793.  Simeon, who lived about 300 
years later, used the accounts of the Lindisfarne monks as the basis of his account.

“In the same year (793) the pagans [a derogatory word used by early Christians to describe 
everyone who was neither Christian nor Jewish] from the northern regions came with a naval 
force to Britain like stinging hornets and spread on all sides like fearful wolves, robbed, tore, 
and slaughtered not only beasts of burden, sheep, and oxen, but even priests and deacons 
and companies of monks and nuns.  And they came to the church of Lindisfarne, laid 
everything waste with grievous plundering, trampled to holy places with polluted steps, dug 
up the altars and seized all the treasures of the holy church.  They killed some of the 
brothers, took some away with fetters, many they drove out, and loaded with insults, some 
they drowned in the sea.”

Question: What does Simeon’s account tell you about the Vikings? How credible do you think 
Simeon's account is?  How can this account be used as evidence of Viking exploration?



The Vikings as Traders
In recent decades, archaeological excavations in Viking homelands have 
turned up artifacts such as glassware from Germany, silver from Western 
Asia, and silk from China.  These discoveries have given archaeologists and 
historians a completely different view of the Vikings.  Some believe that the 
fids suggest that the Vikings were completely peaceful traders. 

Question: How do the artifacts found in the Viking homelands provide 
additional evidence about the Vikings?



These chess pieces from the 1200s were carved from Greenlandic walrus ivory 
and were discovered on the Isle of Lewis in Scotland. 

Question: What does this discovery tell you about Viking explorations?



Exploration and Norse Sagas

Norse sagas are long stories, often about heroic adventures. The sagas 
were passed down orally until they were written down. The sagas tell 
of long sea voyages made by Vikings and describe the landscapes of 
the coastlines they encountered. Historians believe that some of the 
places described in the sagas are in North America.  These places 
include Baffin Island, called Helluland (or "land of flat stones"); 
Labrador, called Markland (or “forestland”); and Newfoundland, called 
Vinland (or “place of grapes and vines”). According to the sagas Vikings 
built settlements in some of these places.

Question: Can sagas alone be used as evidence of exploration? What 
archaeological evidence supports the information in the sagas?



Viking Huts

 In the 1960s Norwegian 
researchers discovered a Norse 
settlement at L’Anse aux 
Meadows, on the Northern tip of 
Newfoundland.  The settlement 
included three halls and huts for 
weaving, ironworking, and ship 
repair.  More than 2000 artifacts 
were found.  The photo shows 
the remains of one of the huts.

Question: What does this discovery 
reveal about Viking exploration?



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1IApBDzYOlA


Viking Ships
Norse shipbuilders constructed different ships 
for different purposes.  After examining ships 
excavated by archaeologists, present-day 
shipbuilders have reproduced some of these 
ships.  The knarr, for example, was heavy and 
built to travel long distances by sea. The 
reproduction long ship pictured here was 
lighter, so it could be hauled over land between 
lakes and rivers.

Question: Examine the map from earlier.  How would shipbuilding technologies 
have increased contact between the Vikings and other groups of people?  
Where would the Vikings have used longships?  Knarrs?





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buIeZJ1bRZE


The evidence shows that 
Vikings were peaceful traders, 

not brutal raiders.

Where do you stand?



Examining Evidence

Archaeologists and historians study evidence to make inferences, 
which help them develop theories about what happened in the 
past.  Working with evidence from the past requires them to ask 
effective questions and then gather more evidence to confirm 
their theories.

In this activity,  you will analyze the evidence presented to decide 
whether Viking explorers established a settlement at Point Rosee 
on the southern tip of Newfoundland and Labrador.



“It [Point Rosee] does not look like a logical place for the Norse to settle, because 
there isn’t a good landing site.  That was really key.  All their settlements had very 
good landing sites, beaches usually.” - Karen Millek, archaeologist, 2016

“Turf features which were posited as anthropogenic [suggested to be man made] 
have also been reinterpreted as natural.” - Sarah Parack, archaeologist, 2017

In 2015,  archaeologist Sarah Parack visited and excavated areas in 
Point Rosee looking for evidence of a Norse settlement.  One of her 
most interesting finds were these pieces of slag, material that results 
from smelting iron.  Local Indigenous people didn’t smelt iron, but the 
Norse did.  Parack and her team also found what looked like turf walls 
similar to those found in L’Anse aux Meadows.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fAOVRhfJQ2A


https://www.saltwire.com/newfoundland-labrador/news/arch
aeology-report-confirms-no-evidence-of-norse-presence-at-p
oint-rosee-in-southwestern-newfoundland-214092/

https://www.saltwire.com/newfoundland-labrador/news/archaeology-report-confirms-no-evidence-of-norse-presence-at-point-rosee-in-southwestern-newfoundland-214092/
https://www.saltwire.com/newfoundland-labrador/news/archaeology-report-confirms-no-evidence-of-norse-presence-at-point-rosee-in-southwestern-newfoundland-214092/
https://www.saltwire.com/newfoundland-labrador/news/archaeology-report-confirms-no-evidence-of-norse-presence-at-point-rosee-in-southwestern-newfoundland-214092/




Polynesian Exploration

For many years, anthropologists believed that the thousands of islands that 
make up Polynesia were settled after being found by Polynesian sailors 
who were blown there by chance.  Polynesians disagree, however.  On the 
basis of their oral tradition, they argue that settlement was the result of 
purposeful exploration and colonization by highly skilled navigators.

Polynesians are believed to have arrived in Hawaii between 800 and 1000, 
although some research suggests other dates.  They have a rich oral 
tradition that is preserved in stories, chants, and dances.  Their stories tell 
of long journeys over the Pacific Ocean in double-hulled canoes equipped 
with sails.



Polynesia covers an area of the Pacific Ocean that is equivalent in size to North America 
and South America combined.  By comparison, the land mass of Polynesian is small.  
Question:  In what ways would this geography encourage - and discourage - exploration?



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m8bDCaPhOek


One story explains how Hawaii was discovered by a 
seafaring hero named Tafa’i. In the story, Tafa’i “went 
exploring the trackless ocean northward” and discovered a 
chain of islands beneath the sea.  He fished them up and 
named the first island Aihi, which is now called Hawaii.  He 
then drew up Maui and all the other islands of the Hawaiian 
Archipelago.  

Question: What claims does this story make about exploration?  How reliable 
are oral stories as evidence?



Evidence of Long-Distance Travel 

Researchers from Australia, including Kenneth Collerson, recently studied 
19 adzes (similar to axes) that had been collected in Polynesia’s Tuamotu 
Archipelago in the early 1900s.  Collerson’s team found that the adzes 
were made of basalt, a volcanic rock that does not exist in the area where 
the adzes were found.

The adze that surprised the researcher the most was made of a particular 
kind of basalt.  This kind of basalt is found on Kaho’olawe, an island 
located 4000 kilometers away from the Tuamotu Archipelago.

Question: How does the evidence found by Collerson’s team support 
theories that Polynesians engaged in long-distance exploration?



Sweet potatoes are found throughout Polynesia, but 
these plants are native to South America.  Some 
scientists believe that Polynesian voyagers visited 
South America hundreds of years ago and carried 
sweet potatoes back to Polynesia.  One study analyzed 
1200 Polynesian sweet potatoes and found that they 
matched sweet potatoes in South America.  Scientists 
believe that this evidence suggests that Polynesian 
sweet potatoes originated in South America and 
existed in Polynesia nearly 400 years before 
Europeans arrived there.



Since 1976, the Polynesian Voyaging Society has organized a number of 
long-distance canoe journeys using traditional Polynesian sailing canoes 
and navigation methods.  Researchers believe that these proof-of-concept 
voyages confirm that it would have been possible to sail long distances 
between the islands of the Pacific Ocean.

Question: How confident are you that 
the evidence supports theories about 
Polynesian exploration?  Explain the 
reasons for your response.



Is there evidence of 
Viking exploration? 

Polynesian exploration?

Why is it important to 
gather and corroborate 
(confirm) evidence when 

making a claim?



https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2015/12/18/spc-silk-road-viking-trade-a.cnn

https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2015/12/18/spc-silk-road-viking-trade-a.cnn

